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MISSION STATEMENT

Congratulations! In considering precious metals you are taking an

Fairpoint Gold Group (aka Fairpoint Discount Gold Group) is

economy. Tangible assets like gold and silver are much different

committed to providing Gold & Silver at fair and honest prices, both

than paper and dollar denominated investments, so they can provide

for cash purchase and IRA investments. “A Better Deal on Gold &

stability in your portfolio or IRA. The important thing is to get good

Silver” is our motto. We will speak plainly, tell you the truth, and

information and make intelligent choices before you invest in metals

make recommendations with your goals and objectives in mind.

or anything else.

We work for you...you don’t work for us!

The aim of this brochure is to answer your questions and hopefully make some sense of

important step in securing your savings and portfolio in this volatile

the process and choices in buying physical gold and silver. Please read through this and
contact us with any questions you may have. We are happy to explain everything fully
so that you can feel confident about purchasing your precious metals from Fairpoint
Gold Group. If you have not already read our website, please do so for more helpful
information at www.fairpointgold.com.
Choosing Investments is a very personal decision. It is a belief system as much as a
rational exercise. Some people trust in the stock market, so they invest heavily there.
Some people are leery of the skyrocketing increase in equities, especially with the
national and private debt, run-away money printing, unfunded liabilities and other
problems on the economic landscape, so they look for alternatives for their investments.
Some experts like Gold and some do not. The difficulty with economics and market
analysis is that they are not exact sciences, they are theoretical only (much like going
to a psychology convention). “Opinions are like (rear ends)...everybody’s got one.” So
ultimately investors have to do their own thinking as to what seems a smart and safe
place to put their money.
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Fairpoint Gold Group is not here to give investment or tax advice. We do not tell you

History doesn’t always repeat itself, but these 2 charts showing the Dow Jones Industrial

how much to invest or what percent of your retirement or portfolio accounts to put into

performance in 1928--just before the infamous stock market crash of 1929 (which

Gold. These are decisions for which you are responsible. After all, it’s your money. We

heralded the Great Depression)-- and currently are scary indeed. During the “Roaring

provide a good body of expert opinion in the form of recommended books, videos and

20’s” America was living high on the hog. Millions were being made on Wall Street--

articles from some of the most respected authorities in the world, as to the benefits of

which encouraged many investors and speculators to “stick their necks out” to increase

Gold and how it can protect and bolster your investments. If these make sense to you,

their positions through leverage (borrowed money or buying “on margin”). This is fine

then you’re ready to buy precious metals.

as long as prices continue to rise. When they crash it’s not so fine. Could this happen
again? Who knows, but the current stock market is soaring to all-time highs largely on

We are expert in the business of Gold and Silver. It is our job to explain the various

money being printed like crazy and given to banks at almost zero % interest. This is a

products and types of metals available and make recommendations that fit your specific

highly leveraged position for many of the banks--who nearly all failed in 2008 when they

goals and objectives.

made idiotic mortgage loans to people who couldn’t afford the houses (more leverage).

SCARY PARALLEL

“Those who do not study history are doomed to repeat it.”

WHY BUY PHYSICAL GOLD & SILVER?
DJIA 1928-29

Gold and Silver have been around since the beginning of recorded human history,
thousands of years. For millennia these precious metals have been sought and valued
as a concrete store of wealth. Whatever else is going on, gold holds its value. Whatever
currency or other system of barter, gold is gold. Its rarity and unique properties make it
instantly recognizable and universally accepted. This stability based upon real intrinsic

DJIA CURRENT PERIOD

value is what makes Gold such a popular adjunct to a well-rounded portfolio. It tends to
go up when other assets go down, providing a safety net, and has appreciated nicely in
the past as well, outperforming many other investments.

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM
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Preservation of wealth, safe-haven, and hedge against inflation and stock market
corrections are among the main reasons that people diversify their investments with
precious metals. It’s usually not good to have all of your eggs in one basket, as they say.
Years ago a popular approach to investment diversification was the old “3 legged stool”
model: put 1/3 of your money in stocks, 1/3 into bonds, and 1/3 in cash. The stocks
might make money, the bonds tend to go up when stocks go down, and it’s always good
to have some liquidity (cash).
The problem today is that the stock market has been driven to all time highs -- largely
through fiscal and monetary maneuvering. The Fed has embarked on several rounds
of “quantitative easing”--which means keep printing more and more money and give
banks access to that money at near zero percent interest rates. Banks can borrow lots of
money cheap, so they do. And they plow that money into the stock market, which goes
up because they have bought so many stocks. This has driven all types of bond yields to
ridiculously low levels. And of course all of the above investments are denominated in
cash, which is worth less and less because they have printed so much of it. (The U.S. M-1
money supply has more than doubled in a few short years).

So, the diversity that the old “3 Legged Stool” approach once gave us has been eroded
because the money itself is being corrupted and devalued because the government has
printed so much of it. If the Dollar loses 20% or 50% of its value and buying power, it
erodes the paper investments that were bought with it. Despite the “cooked” numbers
that the government and banks give us, everyone knows that food prices are going up
rapidly. Food went up an average of 19% in the U.S. in the first quarter of 2014. If the
dollar loses half its buying power, there is no mechanism for paper investments like
stocks and bonds to adjust in value to off-set that.

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM
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Gold has no “third party counter-risk” and it tends to hold its value against paper money
over the long run. The famous (and true) example is “In 1920 a one ounce gold coin
($20 gold piece) would buy a finely tailored men’s suit, as would a $20 bill. Today a one
ounce gold coin will still purchase a fine men’s suit, while a $20 bill will barely pay for the
alterations.”

HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE OF
GOLD & SILVER
In 1970 the average price of Gold was $36.00. In the next 40 years it increased to over
$1,913-- a whopping increase of over 5,300%! (You can see historical gold price chart
in articles on the Fairpoint Gold website). From 2001 to 2011 the Gold price more than
quadrupled against the Dollar. The price of Gold has corrected from that all-time high of
over $1900 per ounce since 2011. Even so, it is still up 350% since the year 2000.

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM
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GOLD 101
If you melt gold down, it is all the same stuff ! Everyone seems to know this...it’s even
true. But that’s not the whole story. Fortunately or unfortunately (depending on where
you’re standing) not all gold is created equal. There are distinct differences
between various gold products and coins, including supply & demand
constraints, scarcity, condition, premiums and desirability that very much
affect the performance, appreciation, and return on your investment.

MODERN GOLD BULLION

This is why the current spot price for silver ($17 as of 2/2015) is actually about $4 below
the cost to produce an ounce of silver!
The advantage of bullion is that the spreads (or markup) are so small (typically 3
to 6%) that you can possibly overcome them quickly. This is why we recommend
bullion investments for short term positions. If you are putting money into gold
or silver and plan to sell it in a relatively short time (say 2 years or less), bullion
might be your best choice. ETF positions--which are indirect paper exposures
to precious metals are also attractive for short term investors, as they can be
liquidated quickly. ETF’s are not tangible investments and do not provide much

The cheapest gold (and silver) that you can buy is modern bullion. This is

of the benefits of physical metals. (“Just because you buy stock in Proctor &

modern gold (minted after 1933, silver after 1964) which includes gold & silver

Gamble does NOT mean you own any soap!”) Fairpoint Gold Group does not

bars, ingots, and government “bullion coins” like Krugerrands, Canadian Maple

sell ETF shares or other paper investments. See your stock broker if ETF’s are of

Leafs, American Eagles etc. Governments and private mints make hundreds

interest to you.

of millions of these types of assets each year. The value and performance of bullion is
determined entirely by the melt value of the metal itself. There is no additional value.

Barter (or having physical metal to swap or trade in an emergency or otherwise) is
another reason some people want physical gold or silver. Gold or Silver bullion (or pre

It is helpful to think of bullion as “scrap metal”--rather like a car at the wrecking yard. The

1964 “junk silver”) is excellent for this purpose, as in an emergency precious metals are

only value is what it’s worth when melted down. This is what is referred to as the “Spot

of value at only a basic level.

Price”, which changes minute to minute as gold or silver are traded as commodities around
the world.

The downside to bullion is that the volatility in that market makes it just as likely to
go down in a short term period as to go up. Supply and demand drive all value. The

Spot price is extremely volatile. It jumps around wildly because there are huge amounts of

fact that modern bullion is produced is such large quantities each year and that paper

bullion and, among other things, it is not strictly tied to the physical metals market. Non-

investments can affect its value tends to make it the least appreciating type of gold

physical paper investments, like gold or silver stocks or ETF’s (Exchange Traded Funds),

or silver. (Remember, if there is a lot of something, it tends to be worth less. Dollars,

gold/silver futures contracts all affect the spot price of precious metals.

bullion, whatever).

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM
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SEMI-NUMISMATIC METALS
A class of gold and silver coins that carries a “Premium” over the melt value is

The “spread” on semi-numismatic or premium coins is

commonly referred to as Semi-numismatic or Premium coins. These tend to be coins

higher than bullion, but that higher markup is entirely

that are no longer being produced, so a finite number of them are all that’s available.

warranted and buys some definite benefits. A longer

U.S. Gold coins minted before 1933 and Silver coins minted before 1964 are highly

holding period is recommended on premium coins to

prized as tangible investments. A famous man (Will Rogers) once said “Buy real

allow them to appreciate beyond the larger markup.

estate...they ain’t makin’ it anymore”. Although gold is all the same if you melt it down,

As we said in our website article, “it all depends

they are no longer making pre 1933 gold coins, so they tend to hold their value and

upon how much the markup and spread is on these

appreciate better than bullion over the long term. In our car analogy from above, while

transactions that determine whether it is a good deal

bullion might be described as a car at the wrecking yard, Premium coins are more

or not.” Many retail gold companies seek to charge 25,

like a ‘57 Chevy. The Chevy is indeed a car, made from steel, but its value is much

30 or 40% spreads on these types of premium coins.

greater than a car in the scrap yard. This additional value is called the “premium”, and
becomes another factor driving the performance of these assets. The classic car does

At that price these are still great assets but it’s not such

not go down in price because the price of scrap steel goes down.

a great deal, in our opinion. Our maximum spreads
are less than half of the 30% average for most of these

The premium (or scarcity value) becomes the shock absorber that holds its value

premium coins. We believe that if you can get a 100

compared to bullion. It can go down slower and go up faster.

year old coin in good shape for a total spread of 10 to

For these reasons we recommend coins with some additional value as a better

15% you are much better off than buying bullion at a

investment, especially over a longer period (3 to 5 years or more). If clients want

5% spread. It’s as simple as that. This is the organizing

to maximize the appreciation and return on their investment, these types of assets

principle to our company. “A fast dime beats a slow

are better choices. $20 American Liberty, $20 Saint Gaudens are both referred to

dollar” and this makes a better deal for our clients.

as “double eagles” in U.S. gold coinage. Most of them are over 100 years old and are
excellent investments for stability, appreciation and profit. After all, “they ain’t
makin’ them anymore” (as Will would say).

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM
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Many clients prefer graded coins because they have been professionally inspected and
guaranteed so their authenticity is beyond reproach. Unfortunately there are many
cases of counterfeit gold and silver coins; this most frequently occurs with bullion coins
and bars. With graded coins clients have an excellent investment poised for superior
appreciation and there is no doubt that their gold or silver is authentic.
A word of caution: Some people buy modern bullion coins that have been graded and

GRADED COINS

encapsulated. This includes “First Strike” coins and Mint State Bullion coins (generally
MS69 or MS70). We do not like this asset class and recommend against buying graded

Another type of Premium Gold & Silver coins are “Graded or Mint State coins.” These

bullion. Remember that supply and demand drives all values. The fact that hundreds

are coins that have been inspected, evaluated and graded by a third party grading service.

of millions of bullion coins are minted each year means that there are huge numbers

They are assigned an individual serial number and sonically sealed in a clear plastic case

of these coins--almost all of them in brand new condition-- so grading them imparts

(about the size of a baseball card) which contains a hologram to insure authenticity. The

little real value. Grading companies will grade any coin that is submitted to them. You

case protects the coin and maintains its condition and value.

could take a nickel out of your pocket and send it to PCGS to grade (called “slabbing” or
“making” the coin). You would pay the $30 fee for their expertise and at the end of the

Most dealers only recognize and accept two of these grading services: PCGS (Pacific

day it is still only worth a nickel!

Coin Grading Service of California) and NGC (Numismatic Guaranty Corporation of
Ohio). Both of these firms are well established and respected to provide expert and

The grading of 100 year old antique coins makes much better sense, as it adds substantial

consistent valuations of precious coins, and these are the only graded coins that we will

value to the asset. These are the only type of coins that we recommend buying in graded

accept or sell at Fairpoint.

condition. When a coin is brand new from the mint in perfect untouched condition it is
said to be Mint State 70 (MS70).. A hundred year old coin in MS69 or MS70 condition

These Graded coins carry a higher premium than raw semi-numismatic coins, but are

would often be worth hundreds of thousands of dollars if not more. A more practical

the “best of the best” in terms of condition, and constitute a smaller population as a

and affordable purchase of antique coins is in the MS61 to MS65 or MS66 range. We see

result. They have often outperformed all other coins due to their excellent condition and

gold and silver coins as an investment.

relatively small populations.

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM
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“Coin collecting” becomes a different approach to coins that often attaches extremely
high spreads and premiums. (If a man has a bottle cap collection and needs a Grape
Nehi cap to add to or complete his collection, he may well give you $50 for it. It’s just a
bottle cap!) Extremely rare Numismatic coins are a very expensive and tricky business.
If clients are experts and know this market they might make giant returns, or they could
lose big time. To liquidate extremely rare coins you have to find someone as crazy as
you are to buy them! Fairpoint Gold Group is connected with the best wholesale buyers
in the United States and around the world. These experts are conversant with rare
numismatic coins and we can certainly obtain these rarefied assets if the client wishes.
We do see the value of some premium to precious metal assets but tend to sell Gold “by
the pound” as a more middle of the road investment for most clients. “Bang for the buck”
is always on the radar for us when recommending coin investments for our clients.

EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL
ASSET CLASSES OVER TIME
STOCKS

12.3%

TREASURY BONDS

9.1%

GOLD BULLION

6.8%

COINS - (ALL TYPES MS 65)

12.6%

COINS - (ALL TYPES MS 63-65)

10.7%

Average annual performance 1979-2011, Ray Lombra Associates, Penn State University.
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Below see how various factors constitute price and value of different coin classes. All
examples are for 1 ounce coins. All graphs are to scale with spreads at 15%.

HIGH LEVEL COINS
BULLION COINS

You can see the melt value constitutes nearly 100% of the value of bullion. Although
there is no “premium” with bullion per se, there is a slight “minting charge” that mints
add to cover the cost of minting bullion coins. Spread shown here for bullion is 5%.
As said earlier, the spreads are small with bullion, but the volatility comes from having all
of the value tied to melt value. If the gold spot price goes down by 50%, you’ve lost half
of your money.

This is a high grade coin, but the St. Gaudens are newer and populations are higher than
the older Liberty Heads. You see that the melt value contributes less of the value and
premium is slightly higher than above example.

MID LEVEL COINS

In this example you see that the melt value constitutes slightly less of the total value
of the coin. If the spot price declines by half, the red line is cut by half. But the blue
premium line remains intact, so the value of the coin is maintained better.

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM

In this prime example you see that the melt value of this coin has shrunk greatly as a
portion of its value. The premium is a much larger part of the value. If the pink line is
cut in half, it hardly affects the value. This is why premium coins outperform bullion,
and is why the MS65 coins in the Lombra study (cited earlier in this guide) outperformed
bullion by 100% over a 31 year period.
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GOLD CONFISCATION IN 1933
Many people have heard that Gold was con scated by the U.S. Government in 1933,
bullion was recalled by the government to allow the Federal Reserve to expand the
money supply during the Great Depression. (Dollars were tied to gold then and the
you are interested, the full text of the Order can be easily located online, and there is an
in depth article in the Fairpoint Gold website under “articles” in the Investor Resource

GOLD AND SILVER FOR IRA INVESTMENTS

section.
In that Order U.S. citizens were required to surrender all but a small amount of gold
bullion, being paid just over $20 per ounce (the face value of a 1 oz gold coin at the

Government has limited the metals permissible for this purpose to modern bullion
accounts established minimum purity requirements for IRA metals and restricted
that adequate supply would be available for any metals used in long term retirement

extrapolate that “that’s what the government did over 80 years ago, so that’s what they
minted but are meant to be slightly collectable).
that some more expensive coins are “non con scatable” and even “non taxable” when

At Fairpoint Gold Group we have no idea what the U.S. Government might or will do
But to make these fear based assertions to clients in order to sell them the most expensive
gold and silver coins at huge spreads is of course un-ethical and we do not do it here at
that drive their values and performance, and (as stated above) the markups and spreads

Bullion Proof coins are newly minted each year but are made in much smaller numbers
sealed in a round capsule and come in an attractive case with certi cate of authenticity
wholesale liquidation and o en outperform common bullion due to additional
encapsulated

coins in general, within the context of an IRA these are our favorite recommendation, as
they hold their value and appreciate better than bullion coins--and are the only option

should be reasonable or it’s not worth doing.

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM
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IF YOU HAD INVESTED $26,000 IN
A GOLD IRA IN 2002, IT WOULD BE
WORTH OVER $174,000 IN 2012.

IT IS EASY TO ROLLOVER YOUR TRADITIONAL OR
ROTH IRA’S OR ELIGIBLE 401K’S AND MOST OTHER
RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS INTO AN IRA THAT
CONTAINS PHYSICAL PRECIOUS METALS.
Unlike ETF’s or gold stocks, these are real metals that belong to you. You can take
distribution from your account at any time–just like with any other IRA investment,
either in cash or in the form of the metals themselves.
This is a lateral move so there are no penalties or tax consequences for transferring
assets within an IRA. Your account is managed by a third party custodian, who will
provide you with quarterly statements; you can also check your account online.
There are several firms that can provide this function. Fairpoint can establish your
gold IRA with any of them that you wish. Entrust, Gold Star Trust, Equity, or SDI
are a few of the major IRA custodians in the U.S. They are all expert in managing
these IRA’s and provide the interface between you and the Depository. Your metals
are physically stored in the Delaware Depository in Wilmington Delaware, and are
fully insured by Lloyd’s of London.

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM
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3 SIMPLE STEPS ARE ALL THAT’S REQUIRED TO
START OR TRANSFER YOUR RETIREMENT ACCOUNT
INTO THE SAFETY OF A GOLD IRA:
1. Fill out an application to open your account. We will be happy to complete this for
you and submit it to you for your signature if you wish. Or you can fill out an application
online.
2. Transfer funds from your existing IRA into your trust account. A transfer document
is included with the application that will order your existing broker to liquidate and
transfer assets directly to your new trust account. Or you may elect to take distribution
from your current account and can send a check to fund your Gold or Silver IRA. (Must
be accomplished within 60 days to avoid a taxable event).

TO BEGIN THE PROCESS, CLICK THE BUTTON
BELOW TO GO TO OUR IRA WEBSITE. FILL OUT THE
FORM AND WE’LL GET STARTED!

3. Select the precious metals for your IRA. After your account is opened and funded,
we will discuss the options and metals permissible for your new IRA. We will give
you the pros and cons of the various types of gold or silver available and can make
recommendations based upon your personal goals and objectives. Your metals are
then shipped to the Delaware Depository, where they are inspected and verified for
authenticity and placed in your account.

www.FAIRPOINTGOLD.COM

CLICK TO FILL OUT FORM
CLICKING THE BUTTON WILL OPEN OUR WEBSITE
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Thank you for requesting the Fairpoint Gold Precious Metals
Investing Kit, and taking the time to study the information.
Unlike some other gold firms who use websites and investor kits
only to aggrandize themselves, we have tried to give you specific
and honest information so that you know everything pertinent
to investing in gold or silver.
We look forward to speaking with you at your convenience to
answer any remaining questions you may have and proceed
however you wish with your investment in precious metals for your
physical portfolio or retirement account.
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“You should be moving heavily towards Gold
and similar investments as pressure on the
dollar and government debt increases.”
–David Wiedemer PhD (Best Selling author of “Aftershock”)
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